New Study Reveals Employees are
50 Percent Less Productive
Due to Visual Privacy Concerns
In today’s digital and mobile world, employees are expected to be accessible at all times.
Between increased worker mobility and cloud computing, this means more company information
is being accessed on a smartphone in line at the coffee shop or on a tablet or laptop while on a
plane. As a result, employees are forced to make a trade-off when working in public places during
working hours: make the most of spare time or protect confidential information on their screen
from nosy neighbors.

In 2010, the Visual Data Breach Risk Assessment Study1 revealed that two out of three working professionals are
displaying sensitive information on their mobile devices, such as social security numbers, credit card numbers and
other non-regulated but sensitive company information, when outside the office. This points to the insight that in
certain circumstances people value productivity over data protection when working. However, in circumstances when
an individual values data protection, is the company potentially losing productivity due to visual privacy concerns?
The Visual Privacy Productivity Study2, conducted by the Ponemon Institute and commissioned by 3M, the
makers of privacy filters for computers, tablets and smartphones, found that employees are 50 percent less
productive when they feel their visual privacy on their screen is at risk. Based on this finding, lost
productivity due to employee visual privacy concerns is potentially costing a U.S. business organization
with more than 7,500 people more than $1 million dollars per year.3 The findings of these studies reveal that
both data leakage and lost productivity are costing companies who do not employ measures to protect visual privacy
on mobile devices of mobile workers.
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Conducted by Herbert H. Thompson, Ph.D, chief security strategist, People Security, commissioned by 3M, 2010.
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Study conducted among 274 individuals from five organizations in a variety of sectors.
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Analysis is based on assumptions and empirical findings from various Ponemon Institute surveys and studies. See research report for full analysis.
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Here is an overview of the findings revealed in the Visual Privacy Productivity Study:

Visual Privacy (def):
the protection of sensitive

Employees are twice as productive when their visual privacy is protected. In order to explore whether
visual privacy impacted productivity, a researcher invited employees to participate in a survey that included

information as it is

sensitive questions about their company of employment. Prior to administering the survey, participants were

displayed on screen using

given a computer connected to the network with half of participants’ computers equipped with a 3M privacy

a privacy filter

filter and half without a privacy filter. Before beginning the survey, there was a wait period in which employees
were given the choice to work or not work while the researcher sat in close proximity and could easily view
their screen. Employees whose visual privacy was protected by a 3M privacy filter worked 44 percent of the
wait time, compared to 22 percent of the time by those without the filter. Based on these findings, this lost
productivity costs an organization approximately $543 per employee per year4.
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Visual privacy impacts willingness to disclose sensitive information. During the survey portion of the
experiment, employees were asked to answer a series of sensitive questions on a computer screen with the
researcher sitting very nearby. Employees had the option of saying yes, no or pass. Those who said they
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value privacy passed on nearly twice as many questions when they didn’t have visual privacy on a
computer compared to those who did have a 3M privacy filter protecting their answers from the view of the
researcher. This finding reveals a human behavior that is particularly relevant to those working in the
healthcare, banking or other industries in which customer data may be collected on a computer monitor in a
public place. In industries in which collecting accurate customer data is imperative, it is important to put
measures in place that protect a customer’s private information in order to guarantee the customer is
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Analysis is based on assumptions and empirical findings from various Ponemon Institute surveys and studies.
See research report for full analysis.
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Women and employees over 35 value privacy more. Fifty-six percent of those surveyed cited privacy

employees expose

percent). These findings reveal potential employees who may need to be better educated on company

in

sensitive data outside

as either important or very important, and women valued privacy more (61%) than men (50%). The
survey also revealed that employees over 35 (61 percent) valued privacy more than those under 35 (51
security protocols or equipped with tools to protect their visual privacy.

Importance of Privacy

the workplace

More than half of
those surveyed said
their visual privacy
had been violated:
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Employees uncertain on their company’s security policies and how responsible co-workers are with
corporate data. The 2010 Visual Data Breach Risk Assessment survey revealed that visual privacy on
computer screens was an under-addressed area in corporate policy. Seventy percent of working
professionals said their organization had no explicit policy on working in public places and 79 percent said
that their company had no policy on the use of computer privacy filters. The 2012 Visual Privacy Productivity
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Study reinforced these findings with 47 percent of those surveyed saying they were unsure or did not think
their company placed an importance on protecting sensitive information displayed on a screen in public
places. Also, 58 percent were unsure or did not think other employees were careful about protecting
sensitive information on computer or mobile device screens in public places. Corporate policy and education
on that policy continues to be areas for improvement as it relates to visual privacy.
Conclusion
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The Visual Privacy Productivity Study reveals the potential positive effects of equipping mobile workers with

in a public place
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protected on their computer screen when working in a public place. With the average privacy filter

a privacy filter on their mobile device. Employees are twice as productive when their visual privacy is
retailing for approximately $40, a company is able to re-cover the cost in productivity gained in a
matter of months.
Companies need to look at their workforce and identify those employees who are potential high risk of
productivity loss and/or exposing sensitive information when working in public. Any employee who frequently
travels or works outside the office, as well as men and employees under 35, are potential employees to
target by equipping them with the appropriate tools, such as a privacy filter, to maximize productivity and
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prevent data loss.
In addition to addressing the productivity needs of those who value privacy, organizations also need to
develop clearly-defined policies on using mobile devices when working in public places and educate staff on
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those policies, particularly among new employees. As employees continue to have more widespread access

America have some level

to corporate data from the cloud in public working environments, organizations need to adopt the proper

of mobility.

tools and policies to protect that data.
For more information and full study findings, go to 3Mscreens.com.
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